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Seidman Business 
Loses Founding 
Dean - "15 years 
is enough" p.5
Dukakis Visits GVSU
ByStu Mackenzie
News Editor
A political debt to Gov. Jim 
Blanchard, a request from the 
district Democratic party, and an 
invitation to see the Research and 
Technology Institute at GVSU’s 
Downtown Campus brought 
Michael Dukakis to Grand Rapids 
this past Wednesday.
Dukakis, on his third visit to the 
state since his nomination as 
Democratic candidate for 
President, had hard words about 
business in this traditional 
Republican stronghold, saying, “I 
believe in investing in America, 
and the Republicans don’t”.
Governor Blanchard 
says o f Eherhard Center- 
. "This is not just another 
computer room."
He emphasized his point by 
appearing at theRTI- the Research 
and Technology Insti tute a joint 
venture of business, government, 
and educators aimed at developing 
new technologies and strategies 
for meeting the challenges facing 
West Michigan business. The RTI, 
strongly promoted by Gov.
B lanchard and financed by the state 
and private industry, is similar to 
programs Dukakis has supported 
in his home stateof Massachusetts.
Along with the two governors, 
VIP’s attending included Secretary 
of State Richard Austin, Grand 
Rapids Mayor Helmholdt, and 
Directors of RTI.
Blanchard, who headed the 
Democraticconvention’s platform 
committee, got his paybacks as 
Dukakis credited the RTI as being 
a “major effort” by the Michigan
governor. Dukakis characterized 
Blanchard as a governor he would 
“enjoy plagiarizing from, there’s 
so many good programs here.”
After viewing a promotional 
videotape on RTI andaskingafew 
questions of two businessmen 
working with the Institute, Dukakis 
spoke to a gathering of over 400. 
The audience consisted primarily 
of ardent Dukakis supporters, along 
with community labor, minority, 
and governmental leaders present 
to “shop” the candidate’s views.
In a standard stump speech 
marked by few departures from 
the printed text, Dukakis spoke of 
the increasing U.S. deficit and trade 
imbalance, and laid the blame on 
President Reagan’s “voodoo 
economics”. The term was coined 
by rival George Bush during 
Bush’s 1980 campaign against 
Reagan. Dukakis characterized 
Bush’s economic policies as “Son 
of Voodoo”, capable only of 
maintaining what he called a 
“Swiss cheese economy booming 
on the two coasts, but full of holes 
in the heartland.”
The Massachusetts governor 
also spoke on the importance of 
establishing a national health care 
system and establishing a national 
tuition prepayment program, such 
as theonejuststartedinMichigan.
Most of his remarks though, 
centered on the state of the national 
economy.
Citing that nearly 50% of the 
nation’s research and development 
money goes into military projects, 
Dukakis asked the audience how 
long it would take the U.S. to learn 
See Dukakis, p.4
RTI - A Closer Look
The RTI served as a fitting 
backdrop for the tone of Gov. 
Michael Dukakis’ remarks. The 
Research andTechnology Institute
headquartered on the 7th floor of 
GVSU’s L.V. Eberhard Center, is 
just the type of program the 
Democratic candidate accuses the 
Reagan administration of not 
supporting.
RTI is a collaborative effort by 
area bu siness, Michigan educators, 
and state government to provide 
advanced engineering education, 
research and developm ent, 
technical support in areas such as 
computer aided design (CAD) and 
manufactur- ing resourceplanning 
(MRP), and technology training to 
provide industrial skills. The 
offices, classrooms, and labor­
atories for RTI are housed at the 
Downtown Campus, while thb 
technology training and assistance
programs are operated out of Grand 
Rapids Junior College and Ferris 
State University.
The Institute is intended to be 
used by small and large businesses 
alike. Large firms, who need to 
maintain an up-to-the-minute 
knowledge on new technologies, 
and smaller firms unable to finance 
their own research, testing, and 
development facilities can all share 
in the products of RTI activities.
Dick Cutler, a director of RTI 
and head of one of West Michigan ’ s 
largest hi-tech em- ployers, said 
that in “today’s marketplace the 
newest proc- esses stay secret for 
about a half a year. You can’t keep 
an edge anymore. You’ve got to 
keep on making an edge. That’s 
where RTI is helping us- training 
the people who are going to keep 
on giving us that edge.”
Student 
Employment 
pedal 
Hours
By Stu M ackenzie 
News Editor
Student Employment will have 
employment and Financial Aids 
staff in the Portside Room of 
Kirkhof Center to help students 
obtain information and referrals 
for on-campus jobs this week. All 
student workers must be cleared 
through Student Employ ment 
before they may begin working 
on-campus jobs.
The Portside Room will be 
staffed Wednesday through Friday 
from 8:00am to 5:00pm.
LomaHamp, director ofStudent 
Employment, pointed out the 
importance of the referrals. 
“Students who do not have Work/ 
Study money but do have SEOG, 
NDSL, or Perkins loans must see a 
financial aids counselor before on- 
campus referrals will be given.” 
Hamp explained, “It’s part of the 
federal regulations to make sure 
that no one gets monies in excess 
of their award.”
Students who are hired will also 
be required to complete the federal 
1-9 form, a certification of 
citizenship. Two pieces of 
identification are required to 
complete the form, typically a 
Social Security card or birth 
certificate, and a picture ID such as 
a driver’s license.
Dear G.V.S.U. Students:
One of America’s great annual rituals is the return to school of 
millions of students and teachers in August and September. The event 
for each participant is charged with excitement, hope, personal expec­
tations, and new and renewed friendships. It’s that time again at Grand 
Valley. I feel the excitement as I have for fifty years, beginning for me 
in elementary school. For those of us who chose a career in education, 
it happens every year.
I am happy to have you back where you belong at this s tage of your 
life and career, and I ask that all of you who are part of our community 
join in making our university a place where new students, faculty, and 
staff feel at home. This is the first year that we come back to a 
university, not a college. That change is fine with me so long as our 
pursuit of high quality in all areas of our academic and personal life is 
not altered by it.
During the course of the year, if you have an opportunity to make 
yourself known to me, I hope you will. Everyone here is important to 
everyone else, and it helps to become acquainted. 1 hope this year 
meets most of your expectations.
Arend D. Lubbers 
President
V
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INTERNATIONAL
Iran and Iraq have al last called 
a troee to their Eight year old
war. The Islamic revolution 
promised by the Ayatollah 
Khomeini failed to spread 
throughout the Gulf states. The 
death toll stands at an estimated 
3.12S million combatants, the 
result of protracted infantry 
campaigns, chemical warfare, and 
human-wave assaults.
546 ships were atacked in the 
Persian Gulf since 1980, with 90 
sunk or severely damaged. The 
U.S. entered the fray early in 
1987, assuming the role of escort 
duty for oil tankers. The U.S. 
lost 37 seamen after an Iranian 
attack on the missile frigate 
U.S.S. Stark.
NATIONAL
The Pentagon was wracked by 
disclosures of millions of dollars 
of fraud, overcharges, and bribes 
as the FBI served over 80 
warrants on officials, contracters, 
and consultants. The warrants 
concluded a 2 year investigation.
As a result o f a historic 
agreement, U.S. and Soviet 
technicians began on-site inspec­
tions of each other's missile 
bases this sum m er. The 
inspection were the first step in a 
treaty that will actually result in 
the removal of hundreds of 
nuclear weapons.
News C apsule
T R T T
Along with most o f the 
Midwest, Michigan suffered the 
driest summer on record, and the 
hottest since 1931, with 35 days 
spent sweltering in temperatures 
of 90 or above. State extension 
officials place crop losses at over 
50% of plantings. The drought 
prom pted efforts by states 
bordering the Mississippi River 
to divert water from the Great 
Lakes, but none of the attempts 
were successful.
M ichigan estab lish ed  a 
program to allow parents to 
prepay tuition for their children. 
The program is intended to 
guarantee a ceiling against tuition 
increases, but the program already 
faces problems. While tuition 
increases this year averaged just 
under 10% across the state this 
fall, the program was established 
with a projection of annual 
increases at 7.3%.
LOCAL
With AIDS listed as the I5(h 
leading cause of death in the 
U.S., the AIDS Foundation of 
Kent County was forced to lay 
off its director due to a lack of 
funds.
Grand Rapids Symphony 
condutor Catherine Comet was 
awarded a $50,000 endowment. 
She was one of three people in 
the world to receive this year's 
awards.
The decision seemed to change 
almost daily, but when the dust 
settled it was announced that the 
new Ottawa County jail facility 
would be located outside Zeeland, 
and not in the Allendale area. 
Zeeland residents have promised 
to fight the jail to the legal 
lim its, citing its proposed 
proximity to an elementary 
school as being inherently 
unsafe.
NO+Ahl.k
The Soviet Union and the U.S. 
reached agreem ent on 
high-school student exchange 
program that will see up to 2,(XX 
students a year living and 
studying in euch other's 
countries. For the first time since 
such programs existed, the 
Soviets have agreed to allow 
U.S. students to live in private 
hom es, ra ther than state 
supervised dormitories.
R p e y o i i o r e r  2 5 ?
---------- ---------------------- — - —  --------- :-------------\
Are you.
-re-entering the college world a fter taking 
some "time off"? •
-having d ifficu lty balancing family and 
school?
-worried about your college skills?
-feeling discouraged by college-level 
work because you're over 25? or 50?
I f  so, you're invited to a panel discussion 
and brown bag lunch for returning students.
September 13, 11:30-1:00, Kirkhof Center, Cabins D,E,F 
Register for this seminar at Career & Counseling Center 
M 5 2  COMMONS FREE CHILD CARE PH. 895-3266 s
Call our office or stop in soon
11 E. Main 
Zeeland, Michigan
Manpower is currently seeking 
quality conscious individuals 
for general assembly work 
------- in the Zeeland area. -----
-2nd,3rd shifts 
-job sharing/part-time 
-flexible hours 
-$4.75 per hour
0  MANPOWER
TEMPORARY SERVICES
Michigan
National
Bank Equal Housing Lender Member FDIC
WE HAVE MOVED 
TO "THE LIGHTHOUSE"
12015 LINDEN
2 miles north of 
Lk. Michigan Dr.
Join us Sundays
—  10:15 am Bible- Studies - 
11:15 am Family Bible Hour
Info Call - 895-5115
TWt•HTNawca*if iw
Fellowship 
Bible Chapel
Michigan National knows that an education costs. Let us help. Our complete student 
banking services package includes:
• Guaranteed Student Loans —we are the number one provider of student loans in 
Michigan. Simply fill In our lender number (824289) on your financial aid form to
apply.
• Personal Lines of Credit — Equi:Money* and Capital Reserve'M accounts are the 
perfect college financing alternatives for parents.
• Independence Checking, a low-cost, no minimum balance checking account, 
ideally suited to student budgets.
•  A FREE Michigan Money,M card, with your checking or savings account. Make
campus —at hundreds of Michigan Money automatic teller, machines all over 
Michigan. /
•  Michigan Bankard,M VISA* or MasterCard* for away-from-home convenience with 
acceptance at over five million locations worldwide.
772-4601
Manpower is an equal opportunity employer.
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IT
For those of you who haven’t had a chance to meet me yet, let me 
introduce myself. My name is Eric Nietling and I’m here to tell you 
that I am not the only new addition to the Lanthorn.
The lastest in technology is bringing you this page on one of the 
best computer systems available today. A new Macintosh SE, 
Microtek Scanner, and new software will contribute to bring a better 
and more efficient Lanthorn to the newsstands.
We also slightly altered the format of the paper. We changed the 
number of columns from four to five because more columns will offer 
a better variety for the staff apd for the reader.
Another change for the paper will be the printer. Jenison Printing 
(ofAdvance newspaper fame) will be doing the job at the lowestrates 
we’ve seen in quite some time. Hopefully enough to keep us out of 
the red this year.
Although the Lanthorn has received sharp criticism from the 
campus over the years, an outside critic thought otherwise. The 
Lanthorn was cridqtied by the Associated Collegiate Press and was 
presented with an award of firstclass and a marie of distinction for the 
opinion section. The award was the first since the spring of 1983, so 
it means a lot to me and the rest of the staff that worked here last year.
BUT.. . .  don’t expect us to sit on that This is a whole new year! 
This is a very dedicated staff and I have high set high standards for 
them. I can tell you right now that this win be the best Lanthorn you 
have ever read. By the end of this year, you will agree with me.
All together, I hope you enjoy this year’s edition of the Lanthorn 
and if you have any comments, ideas, questions (^suggestions, please 
feel free to come on down and talk to us.
I am looking forward to having a great year and if you ’re one of the 
luckier ones to have read this far, we’ll have some fun together on the 
opinion page.
Get your Lanthorn 
Subscription NOW
Send your nam e, address, and phone num ber
and $12 for a full year - - 30 issues 'jSL
to The L athorn, GVSU, Allendale, MI 49401
Do it today!
Staff
Editor-in-Chief
Sports Editor 
News Editor
Campus Life Editor
Copy Editor
The Lanthorn's Letters Section
My Turn -
Your turn to speak out
Separating the wheat from the chaff
By Stu Mackenzie
News Editor
Last Wednesday Mike Dukakis came to town. For Mike it was a fairly quick visit. He drove out from the 
airport, gave a speech, and flew off for other ‘points political’. For us spectators though, it was an entirely 
different experience.
For a speech scheduled to begin at 5:05,1 had to get to the Eberhard Center at 2:00. There was a little free 
pizza, and I picked up a copy of the stump speech. They give everyone a copy just so we won’t blow any quotes. 
Dukakis can probably recite it in his sleep. Then I tried to get a press badge so the Secret Serv ice guy s wouldn ’ t 
look at me so nervously, but since I wasn’t national media, I didn’t really count.
After that it was just “hurry up and wait”. The local press gossiped in clumps, and a couple of VIPs wandered 
around, wondering why they’d come so early. Maintenance and security people scurried arou nd. The sound man 
ran about 20 sound checks on the remote mics. I went out to get a drink.
Then the national media people poured in. Cameras and lights got set up, while the print people u nfolded their 
laptop computers and made sure the A> prompt was blinking . . .
So far, a lot of chaff and no wheat
Then the candidate arrived. The officials did their official things, the bells and whistles came off without a 
hitch, and Mike cranked out his speech. He didn’t miss the script by more than 50 words. A Hurry of activity 
from the media, and then it was all over. Mike went off to the airport, the press went off to file their stories, and 
I went off to reflect
I thought about how easy it would have been to just watch the thing on TV. How easy to have just stayed in 
the bar. How easy to have simply not been involved.
But as I “replayed” Dukakis’ words, I realized he had addressed some very serious issues, issues that will 
affect me, whether I like it or not As the wheat began to sift down, 1 began to shake off the dust of the chaff. 
I began to think.
This year we’re dedicating an entire page to opinion. The Lanthom’s opinions and yours. The heart of this 
page is the Letters section, this year entitled My Turn. As we see it, a newspaper’s primary job is to sort some 
of the wheat from the chaff. Or, as David JRathbun likes to say, sort the information from the noise. The goal 
of this is to give people information that they can<fo something with. Talk to each other. Act. Get mad, get happy. 
My Turn is your chance to think out kxid to others who share your concerns and situations.
There’s a lot of chaff out there, and that makes the wheat precious. If you see something you think we’ve 
missed, tell us. Tell everyone, by sending your letters to: My Turn, The Lanthom, Kirkhof Center.
Eric C . Nietling
Sarah Scott 
Stuart Mackenzie 
Lyn Wolfe
Marissa Ruggles
Chief Photographer 
Adviser
Business Manager 
Advertising Manager 
OITicce Manager
Stan Quirin
Lillian  Sigal 
Stacy Schneider
Laura Robinson 
Lora Lamb
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Mahitou Remodeling 
Caps Campus Changes
B y  S in  M u c K e n zie
New* Editor
Q: How do you pack 15 pound! 
of GVSU into a 10 pound campus?
A: Well, first you get another 
campus... and then you plan, plan, 
plan.
Sharply increasing enrollment 
has further squeezed the amount of 
floorspace at GVSU. The new 
micro computer lab in Manitou 
Hall is the most visible sign of a 
summer's worth of work to make 
best use of the Allendale campus' 
existing buildings.
According to Bob Fletcher, Dean 
o f Academic Services, the newly 
remodeled lab fulfills "our objective 
to create a large modem 'public' 
micro lab for the student body, and 
to maximize space utilization of 
our existing facilities."
Extensive facilities rearranging 
was made possible by the 
completion o f the L.V. Eberhard 
Center in downtown Grand Rapids. 
A long with the School of 
Education Graduate program, 
expanded Engineering program and 
the School o f  C ontinuing 
Education, the new downtown 
facility became home to WGVU's 
television and radio broadcast 
operations.
"When WGVU-TV's studio and 
office space became available, we 
had the room to improve services 
for much of the campus," said 
Fletcher.
The English Department, which 
has grown to include over 50
members, has expanded its office 
space by moving some staff from 
its Lake Superior Halt suites into 
Lake Huron Hall. The new English 
offices became available upon the 
relocation of Records and Academic 
Services. Academic Services now 
occupies the east side o f 2nd floor 
Manitou, along with Admini­
strative Computing and Information 
Technology.
Also moving to Manitou is 
Historic Records, that part of the 
Records Office responsible for 
microfilming the University's ever 
growing data base. The new office 
will also provide a better environ­
ment for Records' microfilm work, 
including a Halon fire extinguish­
ing system capable of dousing 
flames without damaging film or 
equipment
Records Mailings now operates 
in the Service Building. The move 
puts them in the same facility as 
the campus mail operations, and 
should help im prove co st 
effectiveness o f U niversity  
mailings.
Manitou Hall will also serve as 
the home of the new "public" micro 
computer lab, replacing the services 
previously available in Zumberge 
Library. The former "typing rooms" 
will now be available for shelving 
as the library's collection continues 
to grow. Work on the new lab was 
still underway as we went to press.
(For more on the new PC lab, 
see the story titled "Zumberge 
Computer Facilities Relocated)
Governors Jim Blanchard and Mike Dukakis toast the GVSU's RTI. photo by Stan Quirin
"Optimization" is a word Fletcher 
likes to put into practice. Wherever 
p o ss ib le  in  the  M anitou  
remodeling, existing materials have 
been reused rather than replaced
"To create the new offices up here 
for A cadem ic Services and 
Computing Services, we recycled 
the old partition systems from the 
TV studios. Cleaned stripped and 
re-covered, they serve just as well 
as new. W herever possible, 
everything got reused nothing got 
thrown out," Fletcher stated.
Manitou will continue to be 
headquarters for Media Services, 
although the physical changes have 
produced an organizational change.
DUKAKIS, from p. 1
theTesson^T^ovIetTwere 
experiencing now, “that if 
you’re economically falling 
apart, you’re not going to be 
strong militarily.”
Dukakis pointed to the 
Institute as an example of 
the new type of partnership 
he feels America needs, 
“when the smoke clears after 
afightoverplantcIosings...or 
universal health insurance, 
itdoesn’thelpustosay well, 
business won, or labor won. 
We want to be able to say 
that America won. This kind 
of work, among educators,
business leadeis, and government 
is what we need... Americans 
investing in America.”
Area party leaders expect 
Dukakis to make two more trips to 
W est M ichigan before the 
November elections. Mike 
LaVean, the 5th Districtparty chair, 
whose invitation brought Dukakis 
said “The main reason Mike was 
here today was to counteract the 
upcoming visit by (former 
President) Jerry Ford. Michigan 
hasn’t gone Democratic in the 
Presidential race since 1964 with 
Lyndon Johnson. But this year we 
see a real opportunity to get 20 
electoral votes. Mike will be back.
What if you
the school o f 
~ your choice?
Of course, you may get into some other 
school, but why settle? Prepare for the 
admissions exam you’re facing — be it SAT, 
ACT, LSAT, GMAT, GRE, MCAT, or others -  
with the best test prep company. Stanley H. 
Kaplan. .*
For 50 years, Kaplan's test-taking tech­
niques have prepared over one million 
students, boosting their scoring power and 
test confidence.
So call Kaplan. Why go to just any school, 
when you can go to the one you want?
IKAPLAN___
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
THE WORLDS LEADING 
TEST PREP ORGANIZATION
2627 East Beltline S.E. 
Grand Rapids, MI 49506 
957-9701
G R A N D
VALLEY
STATE
UNIVERSITY
School of Engineering 
301. W. Fulton, Room 617 
Grand Rapids, Ml 49504 
(616)771-6750
Dear Engineering Freshman:
August 31, 1988
You are invited to an orientation meeting for all freshmen who 
have an interest in majoring in engineering. The meeting will 
be held on Thursday, September 1 at 7pm in the Kirkhof 
Center, Cabins D, E and F.
During the meeting we will be covering the following topics of 
importance:
1. Introduction to the faculty and staff of the 
School of Engineering
2. Introduction to the field of engineering
3. Co-operative experience for the engineering
student -----------------  -- ----------
4. School of Engineering advising process and typical 
class schedules for engineering freshmen
At the conclusion you will have an opportunity to meet with the 
faculty and staff.
/
Regards,
Michael F. Kavanaugh 
Director
School of Engineering
fh« tw lh o rn X u g u ld l, M T  A j S f
DeVries Steps 
Down as 
Seidman Dean
Chooses to end 
Grand Valley 
career with teaching 
and research
By Stu M ackenzie
News Editor
Stating that "Fifteen years is a 
long time to be Dean", Marvin 
DeVries announced his decision 
to step down as Dean of the 
Seidman School o f Business this 
summer. He will be replaced on 
an interim basis until a perm­
anent replacement can be found 
for the $65,000 job.
When asked what one piece if 
advice he had fo r  business 
students, DeVries said, "Use 
elective courses to broaden your 
view o f  the w orld ... take history, 
psychology, or social studies 
rather than overconcentrating on 
just business."
DeVries is one of the original 
five faculty of Grand Valley, 
com ing here in 1963 after 
completing his Doctoral work in 
Ann Arbor. He holds degrees in 
engineering, rn^th, and econo­
m ics. He began at GVSC 
teaching math and started 
economics courses in 1965. 
Eventually he became the Chair 
Of the fledgling Economics 
Department. In 1973 he was 
appointed Dean of the School of 
Business, where he oversaw the
creation of the first graduate 
program on Ae Grand Valley 
campus.
While DeVries’ hard work and 
enthusiasm can laigqly be credited 
for the success of the Seidman 
program, he acknowledges the 
efforts of others as being equally 
important.
"Without the work o f Bill 
Seidman we never would have 
gotten off the ground", DeVries 
said. The family contributed 
$500,000 to start the school, and 
DeVries, with two other staff 
members, built it into one of the 
most successful schools in the 
state.
"For five years running we've 
been number 1 in the state for 
grads passing the CPA exam. 
We're doing something right."
A rend L ubbers, GVSU 
President, characterized DeVries 
by saying, "He has a particularly 
good ability to relate the School 
o f  Business to the business 
community.”
Working with Bill Seidman 
and others, DeVries has led the 
development o f such programs as 
the Washington Campus, the 
Facilities Management program, 
and the Center for Integrated Fa­
cilities Management. His forays
into the "real world" have 
consistently led to business 
leaders participating in curric­
ulum selection, speaking, and 
adjunct teaching.
DeVries will reach retirement 
age in eight years, and wants to 
go out the same way he came in - 
. teaching and researching. After 
taking a year’s sabbatical, his 
first time off in 25 years, he will 
return to take a position as 
professor.
DeVries sees bringing on new 
faculty as the #1 job facing his 
replacement. "We’ve seen rapid 
growth in the last five years, but 
we have not kept pace with the 
number of full-time faculty. Even 
though we turn down 20% of our 
applicants, wejre growing fast"
CAMPUSTOWNE PROFESSIONALS
M. MARTIN, D.O. and CAROL SALEBRA, RNC, FNP
at two locations
* ON CAMPUS in the clinic in the Fieldhouse 
9am to 3 pm M-F 
895-3280
Also on campus is the Ottawa County Health Departm ent 
Mondays 8:30 am to 11:30 am 
Wednesdays 1 pm to 4:30 pm 
459-2923 (ask for Campus Clinic)
* ADJACENT TO CAMPUS at 48th Ave. & Lk. Mich. Dr.
8 am to 9 pm M-F 
8 am to noon Saturday 
895-6700
CAMPUSTOWNE HEALTH CARE CENTER
General family medicine and dentistry 
Minor injuries, X-ray and laboratory 
Sports medicine 
Physical therapy 
Medications, drugs 
Birth control pills 
Gynecological services 
Health and nutritional counseling
Public Safety  
O ffices M ove
By Stu M ackenzie 
Ncwi Editor
Public Safety has moved it’s 
offices to the Central Utilities 
Building (CUB). The office can 
be reached through the northwest 
door o f the building. CUB is 
located west of the Services 
Building, the department's former 
home. The Department also 
announced that is has expanded 
its  hours o f  o pera tion . 
Dispatchers are now on duty from 
7:30am to 11:30pm. Officers 
patrol 24 hours a day.
Public Safety staff levels 
remain the same as last year. The 
force carries seven full-time and 
three part-time officers. All 
officers are fully deputized by the 
Ottawa County Sheriffs Depart­
ment. In addition, Public Safety 
employs students for clerical and 
ticketing duties.
AI Wygant, head of Public 
Safety, asked that drivers and 
pedestrians exercise caution at all 
crosswalks. "We've restriped jhe 
crosswalks, and we're putting up 
signs at the campus entrances 
that read 'Stop for Pedestrians",
Wygant said. "This means people 
who are waiting on the curb or 
already in the crossing have the 
right of way.” Michigan law is 
somewhat confusing on this 
point - while pedestrians have the 
right of way, they aren't allowed 
to just walk in front of a passing 
car. But where they can be clearly 
seen waiting to cross, cars must 
yield. Cars must stop for 
pedestrians traversing the 
crosswalk. Wygant went on to 
stress reliance on good sense and 
common courtesy. "After all, as 
soon as you park your car, you're 
a pedestrian", he noted.
Wygand said that parking fines 
will remain at last year's levels. 
Parking permits for housing lots 
are also unchanged at $15. 
Permits can be purchased in the 
dorms, at the information desk in 
Kirkhof Center, and at the Public 
Safety offices.
Emphasis will continue to be 
placed on driver's violating 
handicapped parking restrictions. 
Temporary handicap stickers may 
be ob tained  through the 
Department office.
-A , ■ " - • ■
A r c h i e ' s
Beer, Wine, Liquor 
Lottery, Lotto 
Keys, Copies 
Western Union Agent
_ _  ^  T ^ - v
Standale 453-1007
‘-s«"" w 1 '...."........ ny ..... ; ' 1............
Crystal
/ "" ALLENDALE
-FULL LINE CONVENIENCE STORE-
* laundromat
h * deli selections
lunch specials 
* pop and ice
4617 Lake Mich. Dr., Allendale 
895-5775
OPEN 6 am-11pm Mon-Sat 
8am-1 lpm Sunday
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What is Convocation?
By Lyn W olf
Campus Life Editor
Once again the robes were 
donned, and the colorful march of 
faculty, staff, administrators, and 
scholars filed into Louis 
Armstrong Theater. This was 
not a parade or a costume day, 
but Convocation.
How many of you really know 
what Convocation is, or come to 
see the school year started off in 
this most elegant way?
"Not as many students attend 
as we'd like," commented Convo­
cation organizer, Jay Cooper. 
"It's the kind of event we'd like to 
encourage students to attend, 
because it gives them a chance to 
find out who the head 
administrators are and to hear the 
president's address."
But why go if you don't know 
what it is? Simply stated, "Con­
vocation is very similar to Com­
mencement, except you don't
have students graduating." 
Technically, it is "a formal 
academic event to open up the 
new academic year," and "it is an 
opportunity for the president of 
the University to address faculty, 
staff, and students."
Playing a big role in Tuesday's 
procession were the Grand Valley 
Chamber Players, directed by 
Professor Lee Copenhaver, and 
the ninety m em ber GVSU 
Singers and Festival Choral, led 
by Professor Ellen Pool.
This year's C onvocation 
address, entitled "Myth and 
Reality: The Library in the 
University," was presented by 
Stephen W. Ford, director of the 
University Library. Ford's 
speech discussed the history and 
future of the library in respdtt to 
the University.
Ford was also one of the seven 
faculty members honored for 
twenty five years o f sevice. 
’’These are faculty and staff who
have been at the University 
almost the entire time it's been 
open," said Cooper. Others 
honored were John Tevebaugh, 
Louis Rus, Donald Hall, Marvin 
DeVries, Arthur Hills, and Glenn 
Niemeyer.
Pronounced Teacher of the Year 
was Dr. Sharon Whitehill of the 
English Department. Whitehill 
is a Grand Valley graduate, and 
has taught at Grand Valley for 
eighteen years.
Special recognition was 
extended to French teacher Pierre 
Edmond Rober, as well as 
acknowledgment of the inter­
national acclaim of his French 
literature.
With all addresses and acknow­
ledgm ents complete, Grand 
Valley was launched into its 
second quarter-century, and its 
first convocation as a University 
commenced, leaving one idea in 
the minds of all who attended: 
"Let's have a great year!"
Journalism in the W©rlldl
By Lyn W olf
Campus Life Editor
A new face will be seen around 
the school of journalism this 
>ear. It is a face that has been 
seen around Aquinas College for 
one year, and around the Grand 
Rapids Press for ten, and now 
the face of Tom Rademacher has 
come back to Grand Valley.
A student at Grand Valley in 
the seventies, Rademacher is 
coming back as teacher of CJR 
270. Although he graduated in 
1978 with a teaching degree, 
w riting had gotten  into 
Rademacher's blood, and he 
followed that call. "Here I w as.. 
supposed to graduate as a teacher, 
but I got into the writing," he 
said. "So 1 applied at the Press 
. . .  i got turned down three or 
four times, but the fourth or fifth
time I offered to sweep floors so 
they let me in." Ten years have 
passed since then, and, after 
walking "almost every beat" the 
Press could offer, the recently 
turned Metro Columnist has 
returned to the classroom.
"I can't say I enjoy teaching 
more than writing because I'd 
rather write than teach. But if I 
can help students see how 
exciting it is to write, then the 
class time is worth it."
Backed with one year of 
classroom experience at Aquinas, 
Rademacher has great plans for 
the 270 class. Among those 
being explored is the possibility 
that students will receive class 
credit for the publication of their 
works. "1 think it makes sense 
in a school that has a newspaper, 
to use that newspaper," he said. 
"Getting published, whether it's
in the Lanthom  or some place 
else, forces a writer to operate in 
the real world. While they learn 
the basics in the classroom, they 
learn human nature everywhere 
else. . .  I try to get students to 
rub shoulders with people they 
wouldn't normally rub shoulders 
with.”
One of the most important 
aspects that Rademacher will be 
teaching is the power of 
observation. He believes, "the 
more attention you pay to the 
world, the better reporter you will 
become.
"It's a great business-for some, 
it's a great hobby-but there's 
nothing like newspapering. The 
stage changes every day, so your 
story is nothing but yesterday's 
news, and you have to do it all 
again." The system never stops, 
but that's just "the real world."
President Lubbers presents Dr. Sharon Whitehill with the Teacher 
of the Year award. Photo by Stan Quiran
Women in Transition: 
Back to School
By Andrew K ar
Campus Life Writer
L ife O ver 25
By Glynn Washington 
Campus Lift Writer
Going back to school is a 
tough time that can be made 
doubly difficult when you're a 
non-traditional age student, fears 
of not having the academic skills 
of younger counterparts, and 
difficulties in balancing family 
responsibilities and college 
demands are real trials that plague 
many. To ease the transition 
back into academ ia the 
Counseling Center is offering 
"Over 25," a workshop dealing
with problems specific to this 
group.
—  Sandy Portko, a  Grand Valley- 
faculty member, will head a panel 
with students Ann McLaughin 
and Kim Cole. All panel 
members have had life experience 
in actually returning to school 
and will infuse this into the 
discussion and Q& A period.
The topics range from how to 
juggle childrens’ demands with 
schooling to dealing with 
unsupportive spouses.
C ounseling  C enter, such 
seminars fit in with the current
lot of students are under the 
impression they can study on 
their same high school level. We 
want to help student realize that 
they're going to have to shift 
gears-it's a real quantum leap and 
we're here to stem off any 
potential problems."
The "Over 25" workshop will 
be held September 1-3 from 11:30 
to 1:00 in the Kirkhof Center
According to Wayne Kiniie^_j-Cabins D, E, F. Free child care 
Senior C ounselor of the will be provided.
Often students are asked, 
"Where do you see yourself ten 
years from now?" The answers 
are as varied as the students. 
Very often, these individuals find 
themselves in a situation different 
from the one they envisioned. 
This condition can lead to 
dissatisfaction, and for many the 
answer lies in education.
A large percentage of those 
returning to college are women. 
They return to-higher education 
for a number of reasons: some 
return to prepare for. a career, 
some after raising families, some 
starting out in college for the 
first time. Many find themselves 
facing the same question: "Can I 
really make it?"
To help  answ er th is 
all-important question, Grand 
Valley offers women's Studies 
110: Women in Transition. This 
course gives women the 
opportunity to develop and 
practice academic skills, such as 
managing time, decision-making, 
and study habits, that can be so 
important. The course also offers 
some career/life planning, and it 
concentrates on confidence­
b u ild in g , in c lu d in g  a 
self-assessm ent of interests, 
values, and strengths.
"The m ajo rity  o f all 
non-traditional students are
w o m e n ,” s ta te s  P a tti 
L eavenw orth , A dm issions 
counselor. "Through divorce, 
widowhood, or her children 
leaving the nest, women are 
returning to college in large 
numbers. This course was 
designed to help these women 
explore their options and 
resources...to help them from 
there to here."
Susanne Hedstrom, adjunct 
professor, women,s studies, 
teaches the class. "We have been 
offering the course for about ten 
years, once a year-just in the 
fall. There are a lot more people 
who could benefit from (the 
class) than end up in it," she 
feels. "I find a lot of women get 
in by word of mouth. The class 
is listed under women's studies, 
which doesn't seem like a typical 
place for a woman starting school 
to look for scheduling."
What'about other people? Do 
programs of a similar sort exist? 
Hedstrom says that they did until 
two years ago. As the school 
was reorganized, however, the 
accredited  program s were 
eliminated. Some non-accredited 
can be found through the 
Counseling office.
Women in Transition meets 
Friday from 10:00 to 1:00. For 
more information, contact the 
Registration office at 895-3327.
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CreativeWriters 
Take Note
The L an lhorn  will be 
starting a new section this 
year for creative writing 
called W riter 's  B lock . 
This section is open to 
anyone who has a short 
story, poem, or any other 
piece that they would like 
printed. All submissions 
should be sent to Lyn Wolf 
at The Lariihorn office
^^T?^CoRcJJate^Tni^ur3Jea
will be sponsoring a pizza 
tailing contest in the Galley, 
downstairs Kirkhof Center, on 
Thursday, September 1 at
7:00pm.
The objective is to determine 
the best tasting pizza in the 
Grand Valley area. The contest 
is free to any Grand Valley 
student, and if you don't get 
enough during the contest, a 
free pizza will be given away 
as a door prize.
Although the names of 
participating restaurants were 
not released, the name of the 
winner will be announced after 
the contest.
Q f l i r l v i n n *  Good For One, 
S t u d y i n g .  Good For All?
By Al Walczak
Special Services
. Tips about how best to study 
have been passed around among 
students since Socrates asked the 
first question. Unfortunately, 
most of what is passed around is 
simply built on hearsay, or is 
something that works well for 
someone else, but not for you. 
For example, a common piece of 
advice is that it is a good idea to 
rewrite your class notes. This
your art teacher as abstract 
expressionism, -illegible even to 
yourself a day later. For most of 
us, rewriting notes is a waste of 
time. Time spent in the physical 
act of writing would be much 
better spent in the mental act of 
remembering. Research supports 
this. Asking yourself questions 
about the material and answering 
them, precisely what you will be 
doing on a test, will benefit you 
far more than writing down what 
you already have written.
could have some merit if  your 
handwriting has been labeled by See Study Tips, pg. 10
MV SMALL APAWMesff (HO
M A t e  M e  p e e L  B i s . . . .
o t e c k T t i e  s p a c e  
AT CAMPUS VIEW Q
One Bedroom Apartment 
Available Today! 
Call:
895-6678 or 949-6777
WELCOME NEW 
STUDENTS
Be Sure to Try GVSU's Own Pizza
F R E E
On & Off 
Campus Delivery
The.best pizza in town!
ITZA PIZZA 89S-3718
Delivery Hours 
Sunday-Thursday 
7pm-Midnight
Look for 
More Coupons
Soon
m .
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Welcome to Allendale, glooming metropolis
gra
State
Campus West Apartments (above) weren't the only thing that went up 
over the summer. New University Signs (beloe) also went up.
By E ric C. Nietling
Edilor-in-Chicf
If you haven't visited "the Valley" all| 
missed out on a lot of things. If you'r^  
Allendale is a glooming metropolis.
"What's up," you ask. "Well," I tell 
Allendale is just expanding."
Expanding?!? They can't just up andi 
What you have just read is an actual o 
right half of my brain. What is going on hi 
I think I'll call it the "I Lead, You 1 
Valley moves it's campus eastward into 
and Allendale follows by pushing it's bot 
horizon of Grand Valley's Allendale Camjj 
The new movement includes such 
Bolt.wood, and Campus West. Others, lil 
have a name at all.
Let's start with the apartment scene, 
nestled in between a scenic wooded area 
month. "It's the state o f  the art," commenl 
"We had a choice o f  either a plot of land I 
the one next to the pizza place. HavirJ 
walking distance made more sense than inj 
On the other hand, Cam pus West Af 
field and started to build. According to| 
Koster, his group decided that they would 
field offered and planned out a ten buildj 
building which would be an all-purpose bu 
Currently, Campus West has two build j 
released on when they plan to expand 
One of the most notable .-new esiahiisl 
laundromat, and deli. The bu smess o ij 
one-half mile west of campus and seems tu 
be everytime I drive by. One question tj 
Crystal Plash obtain a beer-wine license tc 
Skooters is the new restaurant on the 
Valley Lanes (GVL) on Lake Michigan 
like a White Castle or a Hot'n Now. ThJ 
coke menu that you find anywhere else, ex 
according to this writer's taste, have some 
Two other establishments that are up 1 
located on Lake Michigan Drive just souj 
cheese) factory that will reside on Rich 
going to be invaded by the CHEESEHEAl 
If you ’re from this area, you are well 
learned to expect quick changes. Howe\ 
state, like me, then you adapt to the area a| 
comes around this campus may very wel 
business.
Shooters (above) offers a 
food in Allendale - fast fo<
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Crystal Flash (above) and Boltwood (below) went up on either side
___ o f Peppino's over the summer.
tnmer, then you probably felt like you 
i freshman, you probably think that
, "It's not really the end of the world.
sand.. .  only Grand Valley can. 
versation between the left half and the 
s?
llow Movement". It's where Grand 
: depths of downtown Grand Rapids 
daries into suburbia towards the east
i.
tames as Skooters, Crystal Flash, 
i cheese facotry and a car wash, don't
twood, a small four building complex 
id Peppino's, was finished early this 
i Elvin Bleak, owner o f  the complex. 
48th Avenue just west of campus or 
Peppino's and Crystal Flash within 
_■ middle of a com  field." 
tments moved in on the vacant com  
ampus West spokesperson, Merwin 
:c advantage of the space that the com 
i complex revolving around a center 
ding lor whatever the tenants needed, 
is up. and no information has been
rents is the Crystal Flash gas station, 
ateci on Lake M ichigan Drive about 
>e lining very well. At least it seems to 
. hasn't been answered here is: Will 
it GVL out o f  business?
:k. and it is built up just east of Grand 
ve. The fast-food restaurant is much 
oiler your regular burger, fries, and 
pt that their burgers are only 39d and, 
vesome french fries, 
d coming, are a car wash that will be 
of 56th Avenue and a cheese (yes, a 
and 48th Avenue. Beware, we are
f I
ware of what is happening and have 
, it you're from the other side o f  the 
move in, because when next summer 
e in the middle of a rush o f  booming All Photos - Stan Quirin
it 1988 AT&
Study lip s , 
from pg. 7
There arc lots of "pearls" of 
study sk ills  wisdom ro lling 
around the ivy hallways Many 
address questions such as, should 
you go to a movie the night 
before a lest lor the calming 
effect, or should you .study'.’ 
Should you lake breaks when you 
study? How many and how 
often? What about the famous 
all-nighter? When do you do 
one, and is it ever really worth it?
The answers sometimes depend 
upon a person's ind ividual 
patterns and predispositions. I 
know a h igh ly  respected 
professional who used to find a 
vacant classroom and walk up and 
down the aisles while reading 
because he found that the mere 
act of walking helped increase his 
concentration. The majority of 
us, however, would probably do 
best by sitting , and would 
probably do best with what the 
experts advise. What the man 
above had going for him was the 
motivation to experiment and 
discover what worked. No 
amount of study skills w ill ever 
replace motivation, hut you do 
need to know what your options 
are. Here .ire some general lips 
that ssill work tor most of us:
1. Pay attention to your pattern 
and use it. Don't study during 
the lime of day when you are 
normallv tired, and don i watch 
I \  when so us e  got die energy 
to scale up Zumheige l ihury.
2. Schedule the best time to 
study and make it as legal.ir a 
pail of sour day as sour dinner.
3. Read sour class syllabus 
thoroughly, and don't get cajight 
not knossing about a test or a due 
date. Mark them down on a 
calendar.
T  Don't make excuses to get 
up once s o u s e  slatted. When 
sou sit dossn to study base 
eserything you need ssith sou. 
Keep a pad of paper next to sour 
book to wnte dossn those tilings 
that occur to y*>u that just "can't 
ssait." They ssill wait it sou 
ss rite them doss n
\  Take breaks It the f hi night 
of reading a sshole chapter is so 
overwhelming that you find 
yourself procrastinating, set a 
goal of reading for a halt hour, 
then allow yourself a short break
(>, Return to studs after sour 
breaks.
Finally, let me say this: studs 
skills are life skills. They are 
not just useful in the ssorld of the 
university, but "out there" as 
well. They address the issues of 
hose best to take in and retain 
i til or mat ion " N otetak mg" 
stresses the impor tance of 
listening, of discerning the more 
impor tant  from the less 
important, and helps sou to 
record concisely, accuratels. and 
rapidly, a lot of information tor 
future use. lest taking" means 
blocking out disir ,k t i o n s . 
remaining calm,  recal l ing 
in fo rm a t io n  in s t i e s s f u l  
situations and thinking on sour 
feet. lmpoi l a m .’ Ask a 
torirnahst. an attornes. a tea. her. 
a hiisiness|vison 
September has been designated 
as snuly skills in.null I here .tie
M  d o n ’t w a n t 
a  lo t o f  h y p e .
I ju st w a n t 
so m e th in g  I 
c a n  c o u n t on.^*>
Some long distance 
companies promise you 
the moon, but what you 
really warn is dependable, 
high-quality service. Thai s 
just what you'll get w hen 
you choose AT&T l.c mg 
Distance Service, at a com 
that's a lot less than von 
think. You can expert low 
long distance rates, i t  hour 
operator assistance, dear 
connections and immediate 
credit lor wrong numbers 
And the assurance that 
virtually all of vour calls will 
go through the first time 
That's the genius ol the 
AT&T Worldw ide Intelligent 
Netwi irk.
When its time t< > 
choose. It u'gei ihe gimmu k  ^
and make the intelligent 
choice Al&l
It v< uid like in km >w 
m< rre abi rui our products or 
serv ices, like Iniernaiumal 
Calling and the- Vl&l t aid 
call us at I son 222 (Don
AT&T
The right choice.
( irq» Riley l Diversity of North Carolina-Class o f 1989
GRAND
VALLEY
PHARMACY
A full-line pharmacy 
offering competitive prices 
and prompt friendly service.
PIK ) \ L :
S ' C - M A ,
( ) \  ( A M U  N DELI VERY
We -Accept Most Prescription Insurance ( 'aids
U d i :i N.d I ocated inside (hand A allex l oixl C 'enter 
at the Allendale I ’I a/.a
w i-Ikshops being ottered and 
■ nl> >t mat ion a\ ,n I able lot the 
■o k mg ( n i ne  on in oil rhe
• I I I ?  lealii coin, linnclient
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Do you like money? Are you literate?
Do you hate to wash dishes or shovel snow?
If you answered  " Yes"  to the above questions then writing for the Lanthorn is 
the job  for you.
Just take a look at how the advantages outweigh the disadvanta
A dvantages...
• Gain valuable writing experience
• Earn money.
• M eet new people.
• Prepare for supplemental writing skills 
classes.
• Learn to meet deadlines and be more 
responsible.
• Learn how to use word processing computer 
programs.
• Learn to manage time more efficiently.
• Becom e a key element in the chain o f
events that feeds information to the J  | • (Get the hint?)
Grand Valley community.
• Learn proper interviewing techniques, 
news writing style, page layout, computer 
graphics and sports slang.
THURSDAY
Sept. 8 th 7 pm 
Field House Arena
1
N a s t e r !
- Explore your opportunities lor 
involvement in campus life at Grand 
Valley State University. This evening 
w ill feature displays ol student 
o rg a n u a p o n s  and campus 
departments. They will be available 
from 7 pm to 9:30 pm in the Reid House 
Arena to answer any questions you 
might have. Al 9:30 pm, comedian 
David Nasler will begin his 4th encore 
performance in the Field House Arena. 
Don't miss out on an evening like this 
one. This is your chance to eiperience 
campus life. J
sponsored by H
the Student 
Activities Office 
eniertammenl provided 
by th* Program Board 
funded by the Student Senate
Solution in Next Week’s Paper
ACROSS
1 Cook in oven 
6 Surfeited
11 Breed of sheep
12 Crippled
14 Italy: abbr.
15 Obstructs
17 Falsifier
18 Obscure
20 Pari of flower
23 Prefix: three
24 Sandarac tree 
26 Dirties
28 Symbol for 
tellurium
29 European finch 
31 Apparitions
33 Mental image
35 Pintail duck
36 More 
precipitous
39 Declares
42 As far as
43 Hindu garments
45 Greenland 
settlement
46 Be ill
48 Plunders
50 Hasten
51 Hard hit with fist 
53 River duck
55 Compass point
56 Calm
59 Football team
61 Charge the 
account of
62 Remains at ease
DOWN
1 Retreat
2 Either
3 Succor
4 Break suddenly
The
Weekly
Crossword
Puzzle
5 Heavy volumes
6 Symbol for 
samarium
7 Cooled lava
8 Sesame
9 Send forth
10 Lack of 
sufficiency
11 Fabulous king 
13 Evaporates 
16 Pack away
19 Girl's name
21 Ventilates
22 South American 
animal
25 Is borne 
27 Sift
30 Katmandu is its 
capital 
32 Molars 
34 Danish island
36 Pierces _______
37 Labored
38 Disturbance
40 Lifts
41 Luster 
44 Guide 
47 Learning 
49 Transaction 
52 Spider's trap 
54 French plural
article
57 Symbol tor 
nickel
58 Latin 
conjunction
60 A state abbr
C O LLEG E PRESS SERVICE
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Red-shirt freshman, Jack Hull (11) could 
quarterback.. . if the NCAA has it's way.
be the Laker starling 
Photo!Stan Quirin
Tennis Returns to GY
By Sarah Scott
Sports Editor
If the enthusiasm expressed by 
Coach Tim Sutherland is any 
sign of what's ahead, watch out 
for the 1988 women's tennis 
team.
Sutherland plans to make 
tennis a highly visible successful 
program. He hopes tennis will 
become a big spectator sport on 
campus.
Women's and men’s tennis 
return to Grand Valley this year 
after being dropped in 1980 due 
to budget cuts. Women's tennis 
is played in the fall followed by 
men's tennis in the spring. 
Sutherland, the former tennis 
coach at Alma College, will be 
coaching both teams. The highly 
motivated Sutherland looks to the 
upcoming season with great
an
on
to
anticipation. "There is 
amazing amount of talent 
cam pus,"  acco rd in g  
Sutherland. The women's team 
already has a solid foundation. 
Most of the players were number 
one on their high school teams.
Sutherland is pleased with his 
players' willingness to work hard 
on their game during the 
summer. He has seen a great deal 
of improvement since the 
training session he held in the 
spring. He feels they will field a 
competitive team.
The Lakers season opener is 
September 8 against Kalamazoo 
Valley. Their first home match 
is September 12 at 3:00 p.m. 
against Grand Rapids Junior 
College. Come on out and 
support the team at their season 
debut.
Gridders Prepare for Opener 
Against Northeast M issouri
By Sarah Scott
Sports Editor
One hundred thirteen football 
candidates were welcomed by 
Coach Tom Beck and his staff on 
August IS for the start of drills. 
Beck is pleased with the progress 
the team has made since the start 
of training.
This year's team is comprised 
of 32 returning lettermen from 
last year's squad which posted a 
7-4 record and finished second in 
the GLIAC. The team also 
includes 38 freshmen, 28 red-shirt 
freshmen, 18 sophomores, 15 
juniors, and 14 seniors.
In ju ries and e lig ib ility  
requirements have plagued the 
Laker Football team as they 
prepare for the upcoming season. 
The Lakers may enter the 1988 
season minus their number one 
quarterback. Robert Hunt was 
found to have an irregularity on 
his college transcript which 
revealed he did not have the 
minimum credit hours allowed by 
NCAA standards. Dr. McDonald, 
Athletic Director at Grand Valley, ' 
has sent a formal appeal to the 
NCAA and ruling is expected 
some time this week. "Robert 
Hunt and the whole team have 
fallen victim to a delay caused by 
record changeover in the records 
office," says Coach Tom Beck.
Injuries have also been a 
setback for the Lakers. Defensive 
end Jim Cramer and offensive 
tackle Mark Smith have been 
sidelined due to injuries. Wide 
receivers John Slazinski and Artis 
Shackleford will bC playing, 
however, they are nursing 
injuries.
Beck, who is entering his 
fourth year as head coach, feels 
the team will be improved
defensively and will have the best 
defensive line in the four years he 
has been here. He also stated,"It 
looks like we have a little more 
speed collectively than we’ve had 
in the past couple years.”
The conference is stacking up 
to be very solid this year. 
Northern Michigan is the class 
team in the conference according 
to the results of the preseason 
poll of league coaches. "Every 
other team, Ferris, Saginaw 
Valley, Wayne, and Hillsdale are 
improved and every one of these 
schools can beat anybody on any 
given Saturday," predicled Beck.
Grand Valley will have an 
entire new backfield this year. 
The fullback position could be 
stronger with sophomores Robert 
Bell and Steve Bruner, both 
slated to see plenty of action. 
Both have good size as well as 
blocking and running ability. 
Sophomore John Sanders rushed 
for 158 yards on 39 carries 
backing up tailback Ray Buckner 
last year.
Co-captain Frank Miotke, 
who caught 45 passes for 963 
yards and 7 touchdowns returns at 
the split-end position. Alex 
Preuss and red-shirt freshman Bob 
Mitchell give the Lakers a couple 
of excellent receiving tight ends.
Mark Prins, Associated Press 
All-America Honorable Mention, 
and co-captain Tom Mitchell, 
both coming off All-Conference 
performances will anchor the 
offensive line. Junior Dave 
Beebe returns at one guard 
position with red-shin freshmen 
Bill McGory and Mark Smith 
vying for the other line spots.
Defensively, co-captain Doug 
Johnson and veteran senior 
lineman Scott Taylor along with 
jun io r Darin Mulcahy are
linemen who have excellent 
quickness and size. Junior Todd
Tracey, a part time starter last 
year will add strength up front. 
Sophomores Phil Hawn and Jim 
Cramer along with red-shirt 
freshman Jim Strukel will be 
counted on to add important 
depth.
The linebacking crew is 
young and inexperienced. 
Co-captain Winfred Caddell, a 
three year starter at offensive 
guard, had only one game under 
his belt before being sidelined 
with knee surgery last season. 
Junior Rick Schmuckal and 
sophomores Charles Sippial and 
Baart Duffield have even less 
experience although they have the
ability and strength to eventually 
become a solid group.
Veteran Carl Pollard returns at 
corner back. Senior Mike 
Slazinski will play strong safety 
this season, and senior Dave 
Hudson or sophomore Joe Kent 
will move into the free safety 
position. Sophomore running 
back Mike Fiannery was moved 
from offense to defense last year 
and performed well at comerback. 
Seniors Mike Schmidt, Craig 
Thornton, and juniors Shamus 
O'Keefe and Lance Bridges will 
add depth.
The Lakers' season opener is 
Saturday, September 3 against 
the Northeast Missouri State 
University Bulldogs. Kickoff is 
1:30 p.m. at Lubbers Stadium.
In following tradition, September 
3 will be Laker Lockout. 
Lockout starts at 11:30 when all 
the dorms will be locked and a 
picnic lunch will be held at the 
golf driving range.
Lady Lakers Will Contend
Loss of Jean Mentzer Leaves Big Hole in Harrier T .ine-np
★
*
*
*
*
*
*
* *
By M ark Halstead
Sports Writer
Head coach Gary Martin looks 
forward to an exciting year from 
his young Grand Valley State 
Lady Lakers squad in 1988.
A mixture of a strong
★  ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
recruiting class and nine returning 
letterwinners will attempt to 
overcome the loss of Jean 
Mentzer, last year's number one 
runner. Mentzer was the first 
Grand Valley female cross 
country runner to qualify for the 
NCAA Division II nationals. "It
★  ★  ★
2 .
3.
6 .
1987 FINAL FOOTBALL 
STANDINGS
Northern Michigan University 
Grand Valley State University 
Ferris State University 
Hillsdale College 
Saginaw Valley State University 
Wayne State University
1988 ALL-GLIAC RETURNEES
will be impossible to find one 
runner to take Jean's place," 
commented Martin.
Martin will look for strong 
performances from Gail Hoffman, 
Laura Moore, and Sandra Terrell. 
These girls have good experience 
See Lady Lakers, p. 15
★  ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ * * * * *
1988 FOOTBALL COACHES POLL
4-0 1.
2.4-1 Doug Johnson Defensive Tackle
2-3 Tom Mitchell Center 3.
2-3 Alex Preuss Tight End
2-3 Mark Prins Tackle 5.
0-4 Scott Taylor Linebacker 6.
Northern Michigan University (5) 
Hillsdale College ( 1)
Grand Valley State University 
Saginaw Valley State University
★
*
*
*
*
*
*
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To Beat Our Best
Three of our top football prognosticators have decided to combine forces and go forth on this newly acclaimed land 
of Grand Valley, and it’s up to you to prove them wrong. Each week for the next fifteen weeks, this gutsy gang of 
gurus will attempt to guess the games of twenty gridiron matchups, (thirteen professional and seven college) You 
have the opportunity to prove that they are not the tops on campus. All you have to do is turn in the form that 
will accompany this section to the Lanthom by the Friday prior to the games at 5:00 p.m. The people who 
happen to beat the gang that particular week will get their nairie listed in the paper. The top winner for the week 
will get his or her picture with a small write-up with it printed in the paper. The winner will be decided by 
whoever picks the most games correct In case of a tie between a group of people, the tie-braking game applies. If 
there is still a tie, whoever come the closest to the. total number of points without going over will be the winner.
If a tie still exists, the tying parties will be announced as a tie and both will be written about N O W . . .  For 
those who have read this far. At the end o f the semester, all weekly winners will go into a 
drawing for a chance to win a pair o f free tickets to any professional team in either Chicago 
or Detroit, i.e. Lions, Tigers, Pistons, Red W ings, Bears, Cubs, W hite Sox, Bulls, or Black 
Hawks. FOUR WINNERS WILL BE DRAWN. No team can be picked more than once, that * 
is, once the Tigers have been picked by winner #1, no one can pick them in rest o f the 
drawing process. All faculty, staff, and students other than those who are involved with the 
LaiUhom are eligible to participate.
ALL QUESTIONS SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO THE L^NTHORN FOR CLARIFICATION
AT 895-3120 or 895-3608
The gregarious gang of gurus have made their first bold picks and all seem to be pretty confident that they will 
take home the Armchair Quarterback Trophy at the end of the semester. Tony "Bake" Baker was strutting his stuff 
all week saying how easy of a cakewalk this was going to be, while Eric "E.C." Nietling told him he will be 
eating that cake come this weekend. Sarah "Spuds" Scott, the newly appointed Sports Editor figures she'll have 
lady luck on her side.. .  heh, heh .. .  we'll see about that. Well, here are the picks: '  ~  J if
TONY BAKER SARAH SCOTT ERIC NIETLING
PRO
ATLANTA AT DETROIT FALCONS LIONS LIONS
CLEVELAND AT KANSAS CITY BROWNS BROWNS BROWNS
DALLAS AT PITTSBURGH COWBOYS COWBOYS '  STEELERS
HOUSTON AT INDIANAPOLIS OILERS OILERS OILERS
L.A. RAMS AT GREEN BAY RAMS PACKERS RAMS
MIAMI AT CHICAGO DOLPHINS DOLPHINS DOLPHINS
MINNESOTA AT BUFFALO BILLS < VIKINGS BILLS
N.Y. JETS AT NEW ENGLAND JETS JETS PATRIOTS
PHILADELPHIA AT TAMPA BAY EAGLES BUCS EAGLES
PHOENIX AT CINCINNATI BENGALS CARDINALS BENGALS
SAN DIEGO AT L.A. RAIDERS RAIDERS RAIDERS RAIDERS
SAN FRANCISCO AT NEW ORLEANS 49'ERS SAINTS 49ERS
SEATTLE AT DENVER BRONCOS BRONCOS BRONCOS
COLLEGE
. -
CENTRAL MICHIGAN AT KENTUCKY CENTRAL CENTRAL CENTRAL
MIAMI (OH) AT EASTERN MICHIGAN MIAMI (OH) MIAMI (OH) EASTERN
WESTERN MICHIGAN AT WISCONSIN WESTERN WISCONSIN WISCONSIN
TEXAS A & M AT LOUISIANA ST. TEXAS A & M TEXAS A & M TEXAS A & M
GEORGIA AT TENNESSEE GEORGIA GEORGIA GEORGIA
FLORIDA $T. AT MIAMI (FLA) MIAMI (FLA) MIAMI (FLA) FLORIDA ST.
BRIGHAM YOUNG AT WYOMING BYU BYU WYOMING
GO AHEAD. . .
#
GIVE IT A SHOT.
IF YOU THINK YOU'VE GOT 
ENOUGH GUTS!!
CHECK ONE BOX ONLY PER MATCH-UP 
NO MORE THAN ONE ENTRY PER PERSON 
WILL BE ADMITTED PER WEEK
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
ATLANTA AT DETROIT 
CLEVELAND AT KANSAS CITY 
DALLAS AT PITTSBURGH
HOUSTON AT INDIANAPOLIS 
L.A..RAMS AT GREEN BAY 
MIAMI AT CHICAGO 
MINNESOTA AT BUFFALO 
N.Y. JETS AT NEW ENGLAND
n  Ph il a d e l p h ia  a t  t a m p a  b a y
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
'JAME
PHOENIX AT CINCINNATI 
SAN DIEGO ATL.A. RAIDERS 
SAN FRANCISCO AT N. ORLEANS 
SEATTLE AT DENVER 
CMU AT KENTUCKY 
MIAMI (OH) AT EMU 
WMU AT WISCONSIN, 
TEXAS A & M AT LOUISIANA ST. 
GEORGIA AT TENNESSEE 
FLORIDA ST. AT MIAMI (FLA) 
BYU AT WYOMING
TIEBREAKER
[~~1 NE MISSOURI AT GVSU Q
TOTAL POINTS
ADDRESS
’HONE
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
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HAVE YOU EVER 
CONSIDERED 
DONATING PLASMA?
• But . . .  You aren't sure what plasm a is used 
for or why we pay for your plasm a donation.
♦PLASMA donors provide Source PLASMA, the fluid portion 
of blood, for the preparation of plasma products for the diagnosis 
and treatment of rabies, hepatitis B, hemophilia, bum and shock 
victims, heart surgery and products to blood type donors and 
patients.
♦All PLASMA donors must pass a physician-administered 
physical exam before donating, as well as pass other specific 
meidical criteria required at each donation.
Plasma donations require 1 &H2 hours o f  your time.
r  donating plasma twice each week.
Call or stop in at our Burton Heights location. 
CHERRY STREET PLASMA CENTER
241-6335
w
Grand Valley 
Apartments 
Wants to Wish 
All Students 
Good Luck 
This Semester
We also remind you 
to be smart, 
study hard and don't 
drink & drive!
GRAND VALLEY APARTMENTS
Allendale, Michigan M  (616) 895-6351
Tough Schedule Will keep the Lakers on Their Toes
Netters Coming Off Great Year
By Sarah Scott 
Sports Editor
The Grand Valley volleyball 
team has been gearing up for the 
1988 season. This will be the 
toughest schedule the Lakers have 
ever played. The Lady Lakers are 
coming off two outstanding 
seasons highlighted by NCAA 
Division II bids. They look 
forward to a strong season in this 
year's  so lid  G reat Lakes 
Conference.
This year's team is lead by 
co-captains', Karla Hartline and 
Alison Scott-Nord. "They were 
the ones who motivated us last 
year and they won’t quit," stated 
Coach Joan Boand. Both are 
season record holders and were 
n a me d  to the GLI AC
A l l - A c a d e m i c  t e a m .  
Unfortunately Hartline twisted 
her knee the first week of practice 
and may be out the early part of 
the season. Other returning 
lettermen are junior Christy 
Ritsema, sophomores Wendy 
Lesch, Colleen Murphy and Mary 
Olszewski. Freshmen Julie 
Alderson, Aimee Grody, Martha 
Najib, Gretchen Newell, and 
Janice Yaeger will provide depth 
as they battle for playing time.
According to Boand, the 
Lakers success will depend upon 
defense. This will be a change 
after heavily relying on offense in 
the past. Boand’s goal is to 
establish themselves and show 
everyone they have a good team. 
Hartline feels they will surprise a 
lot of teams. "Practice has been 
extremely intense," she says.
The Lakers are up against an 
extremely competitive field. 
"Last year the conference received 
three post season tournament bids 
and I can see that happening 
again," predicted Boand.
Boand is in her 20th year as 
volleyball coach with a record of 
425-198. .She is not bothered 
that the Lakers are so young and 
facing a difficult schedule. "We 
don’t have any breathers anymore 
and young players don’t bother 
me. We should do well. This 
team is committed to playing 
volleyball."
The Lakers open their season 
September 9-10 in the 24-team 
Ball State Tournament. Their 
first home match is Friday, 
September 23 at 6:00 p.m. 
against Michigan Tech.
StBjpjtonnnlhxEir S p s r t t s  S e l M M ®
September 3 Mens Cross Country Alumni/Varsity (HOME)
1 - Football NE Missouri (HOME)
8  Women's Tennnis Kalamazoo Valley (AWAY)
9 ^Volleyball Ball State Tournament 
n's Cross Country Calvin (AWAY)
: iTu.ii s Cross Country Calvin (AWAY)
Football Western Illinois (AWAY)
K '  ' Volleyball Ball State Tournament'
’s Tennis GRJC (HOME)
Michigan State (AWAY)
S t Cloud (AWAY)
.......  ... Women's Tennis Saginaw Valley (HOME)
Women’s Cross Country Midwest Collegiate (AWAY) 
Men's Cross Country Midwest Collegiate (AWAY) 
Football Winona State (AWAY)
Volleyball S t Cloud (AWAY)
September 23 Volleyball Michigan Tech (HOME)
Septem ber 24 Cross Country Ferris (AWAY)
Volleyball Northern Michigan (HOME)
Football S t Francis (HOME)
I g ;  Volleyball Northern Kentucky (HOME)
September 25 Volleyball Lewis University (HOME)
September 27 Volleyball Hillsdale (AWAY)
September 28 Women's Tennis GRJC (AWAY)
September 30 Women's Tennis Wayne State (AWAY)
Volleyball Wayne State (HOME) .
v
ATTENTION OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS
Save 10% off all food on campus including ITZA PIZZA.
Delivery on and off campus.-------------------------
Call 895-3342 and ask about the Commuter Meal Deal.
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Refrigerators for rent $28 all 
year. 895-6480 - Hudson's - 895- 
6480. Rent a refrigerator. l-2tp
Attention Off Campus 
Students Save 10% off all food 
on campus including ITZA PIZZA 
delivery on & off campus. Call 
895-3342 and ask about the 
Commuter Meal Deal. 1-ltc
RESEARCH PAPERS.
15,278 AVAILABLE! Catalog 
$2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho, 
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll 
Free (800) 351-0222, Ext 33. 
V1SA/MC OF COD. l-6tp
Local branch of national 
firm has immediate fall term 
openings. May continue into 
Christmas break and spring term. 
Flexible schedules. 15-35 hrsVwk. 
Training provided. College credits 
and internships to qualified. Open I 
to all majors. Minimun 2.25 
GPA. $7.19 to start. For 
interview call 245-6250, 11-6.
l-2tp
OKE
The active chapter of Omicron 
Kappa Epsilon congratulates 
brother Arend Lubbers '53 on 
receiving his honorary degree! 
Fraternal 1834-1988 
Friendship-Love-Truth
1-ltc
KRNS
Loudspeaker Systems
KBNS. . the new 
speaker that puts you 
in the performance.
• High Performance
• Computer Optimized
• 10 yr. Warranty
Featuring
Diffused Ambiance,, 
for natural sound!
KARNS ELECTRONICS
910 E. Fulton St. (616)458-5869 
GRAND RAPIDS, Ml 49503
WORK FOR YOURSELF
As a campus representative 
you'll be responsible for placing 
advertising materials on bulletin 
boards and working on 
marketing programs for clients 
such as American Express, 
Boston University, EuraH, and 
various movie companies, 
among others. Part-time work, 
choose your own hours. No 
sales. Many of our reps stay 
with us long after graduation. If 
you are self-motivated, hard- 
worklng, and a bit of an 
entrepreneur, call or write for 
more Information to:
AMERICAN PASSAGE 
NETWORK
8211 W. HOWARD STREET 
CHICAGO. IL 60848 
1(800) 221-8942 or 
(312) 847-8880
CHICAGO DALLAS LOS ANGELES 
NEW YORK SEATTLE
Welcome back to GVSU all you 
PRSSA members! Please drop 
off your class schedule to Laura at 
the Lanthom office. Thank you.
1-nc
W i u
small cnougl 
K > calculate 
the size * >1 a 
1 fydrogen 
au >m.
And You're 
still smoking?
4 Bedroom 
Home
2 miles west of GVS
call
or
895-5155
669-8997
CLASSIFIED RATES
1) $3.00 first 15 words
2) 15c each additional word
3) 10c each bold word after three
4) $1.00 for border
All ads must be prepaid.
■ ' ‘ ^ ' : •• . •. .’ r i
Deadline is Thursday at 5pm.
Send all ads with payment to: 
The Lanthorn
- Grand Valley State University 
One College Landing 
Allendale, MI 49401
Lady Lakers 
From p. 12
l S |)i p.irlminl <•! Hi .illt. \ Hum.
and know what it takes to 
challenge the top teams in the 
conference," adds Martin.
Martin once again proved that 
he is a top-notch recruiter as he 
has six new faces to work with in 
1988. He looks for freshmen 
Angela DeCan, Amy Parsil and 
Nicky Vanderberg to contribute 
heavily this season. "These girls 
add to our depth arid will step in 
and help give Hillsdale and Ferris 
State a run for their money," 
claims Martin.
Martin was quick to add that 
the Lady Lakers should be a 
better team than last year and 
with the incoming freshmen, 
they are a team of the future.
The Lady Lakers will open 
their season on September 10 at 
the Calvin Invitational in Grand 
Rapids.
Martin is still looking for 
runners to round out this year's 
team. Interested students should 
contact him in office 91 in the 
fieldhouse or call E xt 3360.
The
GREAT
Andy Rent of CUZ Radio 
Live Remote 2-5pm
Craft Show
Flea Market 
Rummage Sale
Pig Roastr4 ■VA'W.'ifJ
Car Wash 
Dunk Tank
Allendale
CENTER PLAZA
PLAZA GIVEAWAY!
DRAWING SEPTEMBER 10, 1988
i.
Register at these merchants 
to win these prizes!
GRAND VALLEY FOOD CENTER
* 1988 Dodge Omni
THE GOALPOST
* Honda Spree Motorcycle
DJ'S PIZZA PLUS
* Pizza'a Week for a Year
BETTY'S HALLMARK
* 2 Precious Moments Kati Lyne Dolls
Z’S HAIR SALON
* Free Hair Services for a Year
EXOTIC TAN
* Tanning or Toning
3 Days pier Week for a Year
2 Miles West of Campus Lake Mich. Drive at 60th Ave.
-CLIP AND SAVE-
O
c
TJ
>z
o
O)
>
<
m
Paul's Pourhouse
Over 200 Liquors - Open 7 Days
Welcome back students, facu lty  and friends. We tru s t tha t the 
summer was a real good one fo r you, and tha t this school year w ill 
be one to remerpber. Thank you fo r your past and fu ture  support.
Pauf and S ta ff
P.S. In addition to the 200 plus liquors we carry, we have a good 
selection o f import beers and wines a t fa ir  prices. As always 
we w ill honor a valid ad from any area pa rty  store.
NEW KEG PRICES
Pheifer
Milwaukee's Best
Goebel
Meister Brau
Blatz
Old Style
Busch
Pabst
Stroh's
1/2 Barrel 1/4 Barrel
$29.
29.
31.
31.
33.
34.
34. $22.
39. 24.
43. 25.
Budweiser
Miller
Coors
Special X-Port 
Augsburger 
Molson Canadian 
Michelob 
Molson Golden 
Heineken
1/2 Barrel
$45.
45.
45.
45.
45.
48.
50.
52.
80.
1/4 Barrel
$25.
25.
25.
28.
UJ
>
<
CO
Dz
<
CL
□
o
453-9674 mnc
IMPORT BEER-KEGS-WINES-GROCERIES-LOTTERY - 2840 LAKE MICHIGAN DRIVE-GRAND RAPIDS
.......................... - -  <n AND save------------------------------- — --------------------------
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L.V. EBERHARO CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY 
PARKING and AREA LOCATION MAP
2  Lake Michigan Drive
expressway,
MUSEUML.V. cBERHAflQ CENTER
.(nunLS *ve.
AMWAY
GRAND
PLAZA
Mcx°oe
orrtMk ivt.
•rerriv r
•?tviTO>rwr
L.V EBERHARO CENTER
L.V. EBERHARD CENTER PARKING 
BUILDINGS OF INTEREST 
PUBLIC PARKING
I GVSU PHONE NUMBERS 1
1 Academic Resource Center 3588 I
I  Main Deck Bookstore 3374 1
1 Center Shoppe Bookstore 6602 I
I Campus Connections 24 hour line Dial INFO |
I Campus Information Desk 3206 I
I  Campus Ministry 3211 1
1 Cashier's Office 2270 I
I  Children's Center Daycare 895-4146 I
1 Counseling Center 3266 1
I Commuter Services 3295 I
1 Field House Reservations 3100 I
I Financial Aids Office 3234 1
I Health Services 3280 I
I Housing Service 3531 1
1 L.V.Eberhard Center 6600 I
I  Libraiy 3252 I
I  Ravines Manager 3161 1
--I---- Tutoring C enter 3451 I
I Residence Halls
I  Copeland 3604 II Kistler 3607 1
I Robinson 3600 I
I Public Safety 11 7:30 am - 11:30 pm 3255 !
I  11:30 pm - 7:30 am 459-1345 I
I  E M E R G E N C Y  O N L Y 9-911 I
1 When dialing from off-campus, use 895- prefix for Allendale 1
1 numbers, and 771- prefix for L.V. E. Center numbers. 1
Bus Schedule Includes Downtown
By Pam Thompson
News Writer
G & M Coaches will run buses 
between the Allendale and 
Downtown campuses as part of 
their regular service. Buses will 
run only on days when classes are 
scheduled.
The fee for a one-way trip 
remains a dollar. Transfers from 
the Grand Rapids city _ line, 
GRATA, will be accepted. At the 
time of transfer riders will have 
to pay the 40 cents difference 
between GRATA and G & M 
ticket prices.
A G & M spokesman saia uiai 
in the event o f  a run's 
cancellation due to weather, an 
announcement will be carried on 
WKLQ-FM radio. Such an event 
is considered unlikely though, as 
G & M will halt service only if 
both campuses are closed.
W ESTBOUND
m m i m n m
T ”>.
S iV'. - ® M m M m m m m . | |
m m m m f i l i a l ? I j l M i m
A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. A M . P.M. A M ~ P .M . A M . P.M.
7:24 1:32 7:28 1:36 7:32 1:40 7:41 1:49 7:54 2:02
8;24 2:32 8:28 2:36 8:32 &40 8:41 2:49 8:54 3:02
9:24
m rzr
3:32
432~
9:28
—Hk28-----
3:36
A-M-----
9:32
------1032__
3:40
<L40
9:41,
10:41
3:49
4:49
. 9:54 
10:54
4:02
5:02
11:24 11:28 6:00
9:10
11:32 6:04 
9:14
11:41 6:13
9:23
“T r a n 6126
9:36
—
EASTBOUND
LEAVE GV5U; 
ALLENDALE
w i p H i i i
LAKE MICH OR 
S MR FABLES
1  tAKEW 
' 4VALLI
LV. EBERHARD ARRIVE MICH 
CENTER 4MCNR0E
A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M.
7:57 1:05 7:08 1:16 7:16 1:24 , 7:20 1:28 7:23 1:31
8:57 2:05 8:08 2:16 8:16 2:24 8:20 2:28 8:23 2:31
9:57 3:05 9:08 3:16 9:16 3:24 9:20 3:28 9:23 3:31
10:57 4:05 10:08 4:16 10:ld 4:24 10:20 4:28 10:23 4:31
5:05 11:08 5:16 , 11:16 5:24 11:20 5:28 11:23 5:31
